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Presenter
Presentation Notes
Good morning, my name is Michael De La Cruz. I am the Air Section Manager for the TCEQ’s Enforcement Division.  My section is responsible for developing enforcement actions and for administering the Texas Audit Privilege Act Program for environmental audits. Today, I am here to talk about environmental audits under the Texas Audit Privilege Act.



Outline
• Guide to the Texas Environmental, Health, and Safety Audit Privilege 

Act
• Immunity
• Notice of Audit

• Statistics
• Common NOA Deficiencies

• Request for Extension
• Disclosure of Violations

• Statistics
• Common DOV Deficiencies
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Presenter
Presentation Notes
In today’s presentation, I am going to talk about:The Guide to the Texas Environmental, Health, and Safety Audit Privilege Act as it relates only to environmental rules and regulationsHow to be granted immunity from administrative and civil penalties under the Audit Privilege ActThe three types of correspondence required by the Audit Privilege Act:Notice of Audit;Request for extensions to continue the self-audit investigation; andDisclosure of ViolationsI will also provide some statistics for Notices of Audit and Disclosures of Violations and common deficiencies we see when reviewing NOAs and DOVs



Guide to the Audit Privilege Act

• Guide to the Texas Environmental, Health, and Safety 
Audit Privilege Act (Audit Privilege Act)

• Regulatory Guidance – 173
• Revised November 2013
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Presentation Notes
The Guide to the Texas Environmental, Health, and Safety Audit Privilege Act is also known as Regulatory Guidance 173. The guidance document can be found on the TCEQ Publication web page or by searching the TCEQ main web page for RG-173.



Guide to the Audit Privilege Act (#2)

• Historical Background
• Guidance

• Notice of Audit
• Disclosure of Violation
• Request for Extension
• Privilege and the Audit Privilege Act
• Immunity and the Audit Privilege Act
• Questions and Answers

• Appendix A: Environmental, Health, and Safety Audit Privilege Act
• Appendices C-F: Model correspondence
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Presentation Notes
The guidance document has:Historical BackgroundExplanations of submission types What is considered privilegedHow to gain immunityQ & AExample correspondence and disclosure tables



Guide to the Audit Privilege Act (#3)

• Historical Background
• In 1995, 74th Texas Legislature passed House Bill 2473

• Incentives for persons to conduct voluntary audits to determine compliance 
with environmental, health, and safety regulations and to implement prompt 
corrective action

• Provided limited evidentiary privilege for certain information gathered in a 
voluntary self-audit

• Provided immunity from administrative and civil penalties for certain 
violations voluntarily disclosed
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Presentation Notes
In 1995, the 74th Texas Legislature passed House Bill 2473 which initiated the Texas Environmental, Health, and Safety Audit Privilege Act. The Audit Privilege Act provided incentives for persons to conduct voluntary audits to determine compliance with environmental, health, and safety regulations and to implement prompt corrective action.  The two primary incentives were:Limited evidentiary privilege for certain information gathered during a voluntary self-audit; and Immunity from administrative and civil penalties for certain violations voluntarily disclosed



Guide to the Audit Privilege Act (#4)

• Historical Background
• In 1997, 75th Texas Legislature passed House Bill 3459

• Changes did not significantly affect the way the Audit Privilege Act was 
implemented

• Modified scope of audit privilege and immunity to remove references 
to criminal proceedings

• Application of the Audit Privilege Act was more explicitly limited to 
State law
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In 1997, the 75th Legislature passed House Bill 3459 to make some recommended changes to the Audit Privilege Act.  Although a number of changes were made to the Audit Privilege Act by HB 3459, the changes did not significantly affect the way the TCEQ had began implementing the Audit Privilege Act.  The scope of the audit privilege and immunity was modified with the removal of references to the criminal proceedings and penalties, and the application of the Audit Privilege Act was more explicitly limited to State law. 



Guide to the Audit Privilege Act (#5)

• Historical Background
• In 2013, 83rd Texas Legislature passed Senate Bill 1300

• Changes did not significantly affect the way the Audit Privilege Act was 
implemented

• Allowed prospective buyers of a regulated entity to be eligible for the 
incentives under the Audit Privilege Act
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Presentation Notes
In 2013, the 83rd Texas Legislature passed SB 1300 to allow protection under the Audit Privilege Act to prospective buyers.  SB 1300 allowed prospective buyers to be eligible for incentives under the Audit Privilege Act.



Guide to the Audit Privilege Act (#6)

• Historical Background
• In 2017, 85th Texas Legislature passed Senate Bill 1488

• Codified the Audit Privilege Act in Texas Health and Safety Code 
ch. 1101
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In 2017, the 85th Texas Legislature passed SB 1488 to codify the Audit Privilege Act in Texas Health & Safety Code ch. 1101.



Guide to the Audit Privilege Act (#7)

• Guidance for Submissions Required under the Audit Privilege 
Act

• Notice of Audit
• Request for Extension
• Disclosure of Violations
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There are three types of submissions required under the Audit Privilege Act: Notice of Audit;Request for Extension; and Disclosure of Violations. These will be discussed in more detail later in the presentation.



Guide to the Audit Privilege Act (#8)

• Guidance for Privilege and the Audit Privilege Act
• Limited evidentiary privilege for certain information gathered in a 

voluntary self-audit
• Audit privilege applies to admissibility and discovery of audit reports 

in civil and administrative proceedings
• Audit privilege does not apply to documents, reports, and data 

required to be collected, developed, maintained, or reported under 
state or federal law

• Audit privilege also does not apply to criminal proceedings
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The Guide also provides guidance for Privilege and Immunity.  The Audit Privilege Act allows limited evidentiary privilege for certain information gathered in a voluntary self-audit. The audit privilege applies to the admissibility and discovery of audit reports in civil and administrative proceedings. Audit privilege does not apply to documents, reports, and data required to be collected, developed, maintained, or reported under state or federal law or to information obtained independent of the audit process in accordance with Tex. Health & Safety Code §1101.102(a)(1). Audit privilege also does not apply to criminal proceedings. 



Guide to the Audit Privilege Act (#9)

• Guidance for Immunity and the Audit Privilege Act
• Audit Privilege Act conditionally grants immunity from 

administrative and civil penalties for certain violations voluntarily 
disclosed
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Presentation Notes
The Guide also provides guidance for Privilege.  The Audit Privilege Act conditionally grants immunity from administrative and civil penalties for certain violations voluntarily disclosed as a result of the  audit.



Guide to the Audit Privilege Act (#10)

• Questions and Answers
• Appendix A: Audit Privilege Act
• Appendix B: Government Code ch. 552 (Open Records)
• Appendices C-G: Examples of Model Letters
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The Guide also contains a Questions and Answers section, the Audit Privilege Act in Appendix A, the government code relating to open records in Appendix B, and examples of proper a Notice of Audit and Disclosure of Violations in Appendices C through G.



Immunity
• Tex. Health & Safety Code § 1101.151

• Immunity from administrative or civil penalties

• Disclosed violations may be granted immunity from 
administrative or civil penalties

• Proper notice of intent to conduct an audit
• Voluntary disclosure of violations
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Immunity from administrative and civil penalties is in Tex. Health & Safety Code § 1101.151. This limited immunity does not affect the TCEQ’s authority to seek injunctive relief, make technical recommendations, or otherwise enforce compliance. In order to receive immunity for any violations discovered during the environmental audit, a proper Notice of Audit must be submitted notifying the TCEQ of the intent to conduct an environmental audit prior to commencing the audit and a voluntary disclosure of the violations must be submitted to the TCEQ.



Notice of Audit (NOA)
• Tex. Health & Safety Code § 1101.154
• Notice must be provided of the intent to conduct an audit
• Notice must specify

• Facility or portion of the facility to be audited
• Anticipated time the audit will begin
• General scope of the audit
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Presentation Notes
The requirements for a NOA are in Tex. Health & Safety Code § 1101.154A facility conducting an environmental, health, or safety audit must provide notice to the regulatory agency of the fact that it is planning to commence the audit. The NOA shall provide notice of the facility or portion of the facility to be audited, the anticipated time the audit will begin, and the general scope of the audit. 



Notice of Audit (NOA) (#2)
• Submit to Office of Compliance and Enforcement (OCE) Director

• Craig Pritzlaff

• NOA should include:
• Customer/legal name of the entity conducting the audit
• Regulated entity name
• Physical/geographical location of the entity being audited
• Description of the entity or portion of the entity being audited
• Time and date of the initiation of the audit
• General scope of the audit
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The NOA should be submitted to the Office of Compliance and Enforcement (OCE) Director. As noted here, Mr. Craig Pritzlaff is our new OCE Director.As indicated in the previous slide, a proper NOA must be submitted before the audit is commenced and the information below identifies the information that should be included on the NOA to allow the TCEQ to grant the compliance history benefits.If there is no customer reference number (CN) and/or regulated entity reference number (RN) at the time of the submission of the NOA, this will not prevent an entity from conducting an environmental audit under the Audit Privilege Act or being granted immunity under the Audit Privilege Act. However, if the entity wishes to take advantage of the compliance history benefits under the Audit Privilege Act, the CN and RN must be obtained and associated in Central Registry.
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Presentation Notes
Here is a model of the Notice of Audit Letter that is in RG-173



Notice of Audit (NOA) (#3)
• Notice may provide notification of more than one scheduled 

audit at a time

• Notice for a pre-acquisition audit is not required
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Presentation Notes
The notice may provide notification of more than one scheduled environmental or health and safety audit at a time. Per Senate Bill 1300, the notice requirements do not apply to an audit conducted before the acquisition closing date.



Notice of Pre-Acquisition Audit
• Prospective buyers are not required to submit a NOA prior to the 

initiation of a pre-acquisition audit
• Tex. Health & Safety Code § 1101.154(a)

• If new owner wishes to continue the audit, must provide notice per 
Tex. Health & Safety Code § 1101.155

• Within 45 days after the acquisition closing date
• Proper NOA must be submitted to OCE Director
• New owner must provide a certification statement
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Per Tex. Health & Safety Code § 1101.155, a notice of intent to conduct an audit is not required for pre-acquisition audits. However, if the new owner wishes to continue the audit, the new owner must provide notice of the intent to continue the audit within 45 days after the acquisition closing date to the OCE Director that also includes the certification statement that is discussed in the next slide.If there is discussion of an acquisition, it is recommended that the current owner also conduct an audit under the Audit Privilege Act just in case the acquisition does not go through.  By doing so, the current owner may be granted immunity for the violations that were discovered during their audit. 



Notice of Pre-Acquisition Audit (#2)

• New owner must certify that before the acquisition closing date
• The person was not responsible for the scope of the environmental, 

health, or safety compliance being audited at the regulated entity or 
operation

• The person did not have the largest ownership share of the previous 
owner

• The seller did not have the largest ownership share of the new owner
• The person and the seller did not have a common corporate parent or 

a common majority interest owner
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If the new owner wishes to continue their audit, they must provide a Notice of Audit to continue their audit within 45 days of the acquisition closing date and certify that the:  New owner was not responsible for the scope of the environmental, health, or safety compliance being audited at the regulated facility or operation; New owner did not have the largest ownership share of the seller;Previous owner did not have the largest ownership share of the new owner; andNew owner and previous owner did not have a common corporate parent or a common majority interest owner. 
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Presentation Notes
This chart displays the number of NOAs received in fiscal year 2014 through fiscal year 2020: 1,256 for FY2014, 966 for FY2015, 2,724 for FY2016, 2,142 for FY2017, 1,330 for FY2018, 2,421 for FY2019, and 2,439 for FY2020. Since FY 2013, there has been an increase primarily to audits being conducted at Aggregate Production Operations and Oil and Gas facilities in the State. The trend also mirrors the oil and gas production in the State.



Common NOA Deficiencies
• Postmark

• NOA postmarked after environmental audit commenced

• Scope of audit outside TCEQ’s delegated enforcement authority

• Specific site names/locations not provided

• Claim of Privilege and/or Confidentiality
• NOAs are not privilege or confidential because it required to be submitted 

under the Audit Privilege Act
• NOAs are filed as public documents
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These are common deficiencies in Notices of Audit that may result in not being granted immunity from administrative and civil penalties under the Audit Privilege Act:NOA is postmarked or dated after the environmental audit commencedThe NOA must provide notice of the intent to conduct an audit prior to commencing the audit;Scope of the audit is outside the TCEQ’s delegated enforcement authorityThe TCEQ cannot grant immunity for any municipal, state, and/or federal rules and regulations that we do not have delegated enforcement authority for;Specific site names or locations of the entity being audited are not providedIt is imperative that the NOA includes all of the sites that are being auditedNOA is marked “Privileged” and/or “Confidential”; however, NOAs are not privileged or confidential documents because they are required to be submitted by the Audit Privilege Act. Therefore, the NOAs are filed as public documents



Audit Period
• Tex. Health & Safety Code § 1101.052

• Unless an extension is approved based on reasonable grounds, 
an audit must be completed within a reasonable time not to 
exceed six months after the date the audit is initiated or the 
acquisition closing date
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The self-audit investigation must be completed within a reasonable amount of time but not to exceed six months, unless an extension is approved by the TCEQ based on reasonable grounds. 



Request for Extension
• Requests must be submitted to OCE Director

• At least two weeks before six months of commencing the audit

• Requests for extensions submitted/postmarked after six months of 
commencing the self-audit investigation will be denied

• Violations discovered after the end of the self-audit investigation are not 
subject to immunity under the Audit Privilege Act
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The extension request must be submitted to the OCE Director and include a reasonable grounds for the extension request. It is recommended that extension requests are submitted at least two weeks before the audit investigation period ends so that we can process the request in a timely manner.Extension requests submitted after the audit investigation period ends will not be granted and if any violations were discovered after the six-month audit investigation period ended, these violations will not be granted immunity.  If these violations were disclosed, these violations will be forwarded to the Regional Office and they will determine if an enforcement action is warranted.



Disclosure of Violations (DOV)
• Tex. Health & Safety Code § 1101.151

• Person who makes a voluntary disclosure of a violation of an 
environmental law is immune from an administrative or civil 
penalty for the violation disclosed
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Presentation Notes
Immunity for a violation that is voluntarily disclosed is in Tex. Health & Safety Code § 1101.151.A person who makes a voluntary disclosure of a violation of an environmental law is immune from an administrative or civil penalty for the violation disclosed.The key things here is that it has to be a voluntary disclosure and a violation has to be disclosed.



Disclosure of Violations (DOV) (#2)

• Tex. Health & Safety Code § 1101.152
• Nature of voluntary disclosure

• Disclosure is voluntary, only if
• Disclosure made promptly after knowledge od the information 

disclosed is obtained or not later than the 45th day after the 
acquisition closing date

• Disclosure was made in writing via certified mail to OCE Director
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The requirements for a voluntary disclosure are in Tex. Health & Safety Code § 1101.152.A disclosure is voluntary, only if: The disclosure is made promptly upon discovery of the violationIt is highly recommended to submit multiple disclosures and not wait until the self-audit investigation is completedThe disclosure is made in writing via certified mail to the OCE DirectorDue to the COVID pandemic, we have been accepting disclosures that were not submitted via certified mail but the disclosure must be submitted via certified mail as soon as practible



Disclosure of Violations (DOV) (#3)

• Disclosure is voluntary, only if
• Investigation of the violation was not initiated or the violation was not 

independently detected by the regulatory agency before disclosure was 
made via certified mail

• Disclosure arises out of a voluntary environmental or health and safety 
audit

• Person making the disclosure initiates an appropriate effort to achieve 
compliance, pursues that effort with due diligence, and corrects the 
noncompliance within a reasonable time
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A disclosure is voluntary, only if: Investigation of the violation was not initiated or the violation was not independently detected by the regulatory agency before disclosure was made via certified mail.This means that the disclosure was mailed via certified mail before the TCEQ initiated an investigation or before the TCEQ documented the violations that were included in the disclosure. The disclosure arises out of a voluntary audit.  This means that only violations discovered during an environmental audit conducted under the Audit Privilege Act can be granted immunity. The person who makes the disclosure initiates an appropriate effort to achieve compliance, pursue that effort with due diligence, and corrects the non-compliance within a reasonable amount of time.It is our practice to allow up to six months to achieve compliance but some violations should not take that long to resolve such as stopping unauthorized releases/discharges.If the corrective action involves installing control devices and/or permitting actions which may take some time, we do have other avenues to allow for these long lead times under the Audit Privilege Act



Disclosure of Violations (DOV) (#4)

• Disclosure is voluntary, only if
• Person making the disclosure cooperates with the regulatory agency 

of the issues identified in the disclosure
• Violation did not result in injury or imminent and substantial risk of 

serious injury to one or more persons at the site or off-site substantial 
actual harm or imminent and substantial risk of harm to persons, 
property, or the environment
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Presentation Notes
A disclosure is voluntary, only if:The person making the disclosure cooperates with the appropriate agency in connection with an investigation of the issues identified in the disclosureCommunicate;The violation did not result in injury or imminent and substantial risk of serious injury to one or more persons at the site or off-site substantial actual harm or imminent and substantial risk of harm to persons, property, or the environment.



Disclosure of Violations (DOV) (#5)

• Voluntary DOV should include:
• Legal name of the entity that was audited
• Reference the date of the relevant NOA
• Date of initiation and completion of the audit
• Affirmative assertion that a violation was discovered
• Brief description of the violation
• Date the violation was discovered
• Duration of the violation
• The status and schedule of proposed corrective measures
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In order to properly document the violations and the corrective actions in our database, as well as be able appropriately apply compliance history benefits, we recommend that you provide:The legal name of the entity so that we can associate the Customer Reference Number to the investigationReference the date of the NOA so that we can verify that we did receive a timely NOADate of initiation and completion of the audit because not all audits commence on the date that was provided on the NOA and to ensure that the audit investigation was conducted within the six-month period, unless an extension was grantedAffirmative assertion that a violation was discovered because we do not grant immunity for findings, issues, or potential violationsBrief description of the violation so that we can verify that the violation can be granted immunity if the violation happened to be documented by a Regional OfficeDate the violation was discovered so that we can verify that the violation was discovered during the audit investigation periodDuration of the violation so that we can verify that we can grant immunity for the period of non-complianceThe status and schedule of proposed corrective action so that we can verify that the violation will be corrected within a reasonable amount of time
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Presentation Notes
Here is the model addendum to the Disclosure of Violation that is included in RG-173



Disclosure of Pre-Acquisition 
Violations

• New owner must submit a proper, voluntary DOV for all violations 
discovered during the pre-acquisition audit

• Within 45 days of the acquisition closing date
• Must provide a certification statement

• If the audit is continued, the violations must be disclosed promptly 
upon discovery
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Presentation Notes
A disclosure for pre-acquisition violations are in Tex. Health & Safety Code § 1101.152(a)(1)(B).A new owner that conducted a pre-acquisition audit must submit a voluntary disclosure of the violations that were discovered during the pre-acquisition audit within 45 days after the acquisition closing date.  The voluntary disclosure must also include the required certification statement that is discussed in the next slide.If the environmental audit is continued, any subsequent violations must be disclosed promptly upon discovery.



Disclosure of Pre-Acquisition 
Violations (cont’d)

• New owner must certify in the disclosure that before the acquisition 
closing date:

• The person was not responsible for the environmental, health, or 
safety compliance at the regulated entity or operation that is subject 
to the disclosure

• The person did not have the largest ownership share of the previous 
owner

• The seller did not have the largest ownership share of the new owner
• The person and the seller did not have a common  corporate parent 

or a common majority interest owner
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Presentation Notes
The person making the disclosure must certify in the disclosure that before the acquisition closing date: The new owner was not responsible for the environmental, health, or safety compliance at the regulated facility or operation that is subject to the disclosure;The new owner did not have the largest ownership share of the seller;The previous owner did not have the largest ownership share of the person; and The new owner and previous owner did not have a common corporate parent or a common majority interest owner. 
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Presentation Notes
This chart displays the number of disclosures of violations that were submitted from fiscal year 2014 through fiscal year 2020: 548 for FY2014, 895 for FY2015, 1,191 for FY2016, 2,131 for FY2017, 1,339 for FY2018, 839 for FY2019, and 1,875 for FY2020. Since FY 2013, there was an increase in the number of disclosures received. This was due to the violations that were discovered during the environmental audits at the Aggregate Production Operations and Oil and Gas facilities.



Common DOV Deficiencies
• No affirmative assertion that violations were discovered

• Issues, Potential Violations, Findings, etc.

• Violation not clearly described

• No specific/accurate regulatory citation (cannot cite 40 CFR § 60, 
Subpart B, or MACT HH, or JJJJ)
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Here are some common deficiencies in the Disclosures of Violations:No affirmative assertion that a violation was discoveredWe cannot grant immunity for findings, issues, problems, potential violations, etc.Violation is not clearly described. If the Region documents a violation and we compare their findings to the disclosure, we must be able to determine if the violation was properly disclosed; otherwise, immunity may not be granted.No specific or accurate regulatory citation were provided



Common DOV Deficiencies (#2)
• No violation start dates or corrective action completion dates

• Sites were not included in the NOA

• Violation not independently detected

• Claim of privilege and/or confidentiality
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Presentation Notes
Here are some more common deficiencies in the Disclosures of Violations:No violation start date or corrective action completion date.This information is used to determine the period of non-compliance. If there is a gap, the violation may not be granted immunity for this period of time.Additional sites that were not included in the Notice of Audit were added to the environmental audit.  Since a proper NOA was not provided for these additional sites, any violations discovered at these sites are not subject to immunity under the Audit Privilege ActViolation was not independently detected by the entityDisclosure of Violation was marked “Privilege” or “Confidential”



Common DOV Deficiencies (#3)
• No explanation how the audit investigation exceeded a 

reasonable inquiry, for Title V permit holders

• When permit violations disclosed, no permit included

• Disclosed a violation of a rule where TCEQ does not have 
delegated enforcement authority
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Here are some more common deficiencies in Disclosures of Violations:For a major air source, the disclosure must include an explanation how the audit investigation conducted under the Audit Privilege Act exceeded a reasonable inquiry in accordance with 40 Code of Federal Regulations §70.5(d)The applicable permit was not provided to determined which terms and conditions were not complied withViolations of rules or regulations where the TCEQ does not have delegated enforcement authority were disclosed



TCEQ Does Not Have Delegated 
Enforcement Authority

• General Land Office jurisdiction (Certain costal/offshore)
• Polychlorinated Biphenyl (PCBs)
• Asbestos
• Surface Impoundment Variance 
• Department of Public Safety Jurisdiction (lab glass, etc.)
• Stratospheric Ozone
• City permits
• Railroad Commission jurisdiction (Certain oil and gas)
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Presentation Notes
This is a list of some rules and programs that the TCEQ does not have delegated enforcement authority



TCEQ Does Not Have Delegated 
Enforcement Authority (cont’d)

• EPA Programs
• Spill Prevention Control and Countermeasure (SPCC)
• Reformulated Gas (RFG)
• Risk Management Plan (RMP)
• Comprehensive Environmental Response, Compensation, and Liability Act 

(CERCLA)
• Emergency Planning and Community Right-to-Know Act (EPCRA)
• Toxic Substance Control Act (TSCA)
• Toxic Release Inventory (TRI)
• Federal Insecticide, Fungicide, and Rodenticide Act (FIFRA)
• Clean Water Act 404
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Presentation Notes
This is a list of some EPA programs that the TCEQ does not have delegated enforcement authority



Summary
• NOAs, DOVs, and any other Audit Privilege Act correspondence are 

not privileged or confidential
• Immunity from administrative or civil penalties is conditionally 

granted only if:
• Proper NOA submitted
• Prompt, voluntary DOV submitted
• Violations corrected within a reasonable amount of time

• Conducting audits under the Audit Privilege Act avails an owner to 
compliance history benefits
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In summary:Audit Privilege Act encourages voluntary complianceAudit Reports are privileged documentsNotices of Audit, Disclosures of Violations, and any other Audit Privilege Act correspondence are not privileged or confidentialImmunity from administrative and civil penalties is granted if a proper Notice of Audit is submitted, a prompt voluntary Disclosure of Violation is provided, and the violation is corrected within a reasonable amount of timeConducting audits under the Audit Privilege Act avails an owner to compliance history benefits



Points of Contact
Litigation Division Program Staff

• Elizabeth Lieberknecht
• (512) 239-0620

Audit Privilege Act Program Staff
• Robyn Babyak

• (512) 239-1853

• Michaelle Garza
• (210) 403-4006

• Rebecca Johnson
• (361) 825-3423

• Suzanne Walrath
• (512) 239-2134
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Here is the contact information for the Litigation Division and Audit Privilege Act Program staff.



Points of Contact (cont’d)

Michael De La Cruz
(512) 567-1766

Michael.DeLaCruz@tceq.texas.gov
Audit@tceq.texas.gov
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Questions?
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